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Manufacturers of Distinctive Decorative Coatings

Pool Patching, Pool Sealer & Pool Crack Filler

POOL REPAIR
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BEnEFITS

To enable the underwater patching of small holes in marble pool plaster pools

Setting time of 5 minutes

SPECIFICATIOnS

Suitable surfaces Plaster pools

Finish Smooth

Thickness n/A

Application Small rounded trowel

Packaging 1 & 5kg containers

Coverage 200mm x 200mm
Coverage requires 1kg or 1.5m²/40kg

Curing normal setting time approximately 5minutes - do not disturb for 24 hours

Colour/s Available in white only - PoolCrete colours available on order

A quick-setting compound having a base of white cement and white marble, 
specially formulated to enable it to be taken underwater without disintegrating, 
and later becomes rock hard.

Underwater patching of plaster pools

POOL PATCHInG
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An inexpensive sealer for treating leaking pools where seepage is through 
general porosity or thinness of the plaster. 

Liquid sealer for treating pool leaks

POOL SEALER

SPECIFICATIOnS

Suitable surfaces Leaking pools where seepage is through general porosity or thinness of the plaster

Finish n/A

Thickness n/A

Application Add to water of pool

Packaging 5 & 20 litre containers

Coverage 20 litres / 60 000 litre pool

Curing 10 days to see if treatment is effective

Colour/s n/A

BEnEFITS

Inexpensive sealer

no need to empty your pool 
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A heavily fibre-reinforced flexible paste which, after being allowed to dry, 
remains flexible under water. Requires the pool to be emptied and all cracks 
to be hacked open.

Fibre-reinforced flexible past crack filler

POOL CRACK FILLER

SPECIFICATIOnS

Suitable surfaces Concrete or gunite pools. Will not adhere to fibreglass or plastic

Finish n/A

Thickness Remove marble pool plaster 75 mm each side of crack through to concrete
V out crack in the concrete 10 mm deep and 10 mm wide

Application Knife

Packaging 1 & 5kg containers

Coverage Depends on the width and depth of the joint 6.6 linear meter per 1kg & 33 linear meter per 5kg

Curing Allow filler to air cure for 2 days

Colour/s Available in grey only

InTEnDED FOR USE WITH

Pool Crack Filler Primer 
PoolCrete   

BEnEFITS

To provide a knifing grade filler for cracks in water containing structures

Remains flexible under water

Supplied in paste form

Pool Crack Filler is elastomeric (polymer that displays rubberlike elasticity) which is helpful in 
structures that show movement

Cement-based coatings and marble pool plaster bond well to Pool Crack Filler

Can be used as a crack filler for floors and walls

Concrete shell

Crack

Remove PoolCrete (marble pool plaster) 75mm each side 
of crack through to concrete shell

‘V’ out crack in the concrete 10mm deep and 10mm wide 
before applying Pool Crack Filler


